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The thoroughly revised & updated 2nd edition of Disha's Bestseller book 'Shortcuts in Reasoning (Verbal, Non-Verbal & Analytical) will help
aspirants in learning the various tips and tricks required to crack the Reasoning section of the various Competitive Exams. The book
emphasizes on the short-cut methods through which one can solve any problem before time. Thus, the book not only enhances your
efficiency but also helps you to master the subject. Each chapter covers theory involving shortcut approaches and formula followed by Solved
Examples which depicts the use of the shortcuts. The book is further supported by a Practice Exercise with 300+ MCQs with detailed
Solutions The book has been divided into 30 Chapters covering all types of Reasoning - Verbal, Non-Verbal, Analytical & Critical. The book
will prove to be an asset for all competitive examinations like UPSC(IAS Prelim), Banking, CLAT, SSC, Insurance, Railway Recruitment
Board Examinations, CBI, MBA, Sub-Inspectors of Police, CPO and various other competitive examinations.
The second edition of Disha's Bestseller Tips & Techniques in English for all Competitive Exams is a Precise book designed to cater to every
student appearing for competitive exams like SSC/ Banking/ Insurance/ Railways/ NDA/ CDS/ UPSC/ GATE/ B.Ed/ Hotel Management/ CLAT
etc. The book has been divided into 2 parts - Grammar & Vocabulary, which are further divided into 24 chapters. Each chapter provides the
tips, techniques and strategies to crack them. In short, it focuses on all those scientific yet student-friendly approaches to crack all variety of
questions being asked these days. The practice exercises, solved papers and tests are given in the form of e-books. Having kept the whole
coverage of the book in accordance with the development of grammar as well as the modern approaches to it, it is bound to act as a standard
reference and preparation material for all the needs of aspirants of competitive exams.
Now in its third Canadian edition, the market-leading Social Research Methods is an engaging and straightforward introduction to conducting
quantitative and qualitative research in the social sciences. Building on the success of previous editions, the authors deftly guide students
through allaspects of the research process, while providing useful tips on how to effectively collect, analyze, and interpret data, and
disseminate those findings to others. With a brand new chapter on ethics and extensive updates throughout, this new edition continues to be
an essential guide to theconceptual foundations, methodological approaches, and practical
This book contains current affairs of Rajasthan, Science & Technology for month of April 2019 and May 2019. Chapters are mentioned as
under: Persons in NEWS Places in NEWS Current Affairs Policies, Bills & Schemes Science & Technology
Cracking IAS Prelims Revision Files – General Science & Technology (Vol. 6/9) is the 1st ebook of a series of 9 eBooks specially prepared to
help IAS aspirants cross the milestone of Preliminary Exam. The ebook is aimed at Revision cum practice so as to develop confidence to
crack the IAS Prelim Exam. • The eBook is divided into 3 Topics • Each topic provides 5-6 Revision Modules ensuring complete revision of
the topic. Thus in all around 15 such Modules are provided. • Each topic will end up with a Quiz containing 15 questions to test your topic
preparedness. • Further Solved Questions of the last 5 years on General Science & Technologyare also provided. • In the end 2 Tests are
provided on General Science & Technologyto test your revision of the entire section This ebook, along with the 8 other ebooks of this series,
will definitely help you improve your score in the IAS Prelim Exam.
Beginning with a discussion on frameworks of writing history, the volume sheds light on the origins and growth of civilizations, empires, and
religions. It covers the geographical, ecological, and linguistic backgrounds, and looks at specific cultures of the Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and
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Vedic periods, as well as the Harappan civilization. The author discussed the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha, and the beginning of
territorial states. The period of Mauryas, Central Asian countries, Satavahanas, Guptas, and Harshvardhana are also analysed. He highlights
important phenomena such as the varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade, developments in science and philosophy, and cultural
legacy. He also examines the process of transition from ancient to medieval India and addresses topical issues such as the origin of the
Aryan culture. This engaging and lucid text, by one of the best-known scholars of ancient India, will be indispensable for students and
teachers of ancient Indian history. This book is the Hindi translation of the English edition.
In Accidental India: A History of the Nation's Passage through Crisis and Change, noted journalist-analyst, Shankkar Aiyar, examines India's
ascent through the paradigm of seven game changers: the economic liberalization of 1991, the Green Revolution of the sixties, the
nationalization of banks in 1969, Operation Flood in the seventies, the mid-day meal scheme of 1982, the software revolution of the nineties,
and the passing of the Right to Information Act in 2005. He argues that these turning points in the country's history were not the result of
foresight or careful planning but were rather the accidental consequences of major crises that had to be resolved at any cost

A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestseller In this iconic bestseller, popular business blogger and
bestselling author Seth Godin proves that winners are really just the best quitters. Godin shows that winners quit fast, quit
often, and quit without guilt—until they commit to beating the right Dip. Every new project (or job, or hobby, or company)
starts out fun…then gets really hard, and not much fun at all. You might be in a Dip—a temporary setback that will get
better if you keep pushing. But maybe it’s really a Cul-de-Sac—a total dead end. What really sets superstars apart is the
ability to tell the two apart. Winners seek out the Dip. They realize that the bigger the barrier, the bigger the reward for
getting past it. If you can beat the Dip to be the best, you’ll earn profits, glory, and long-term security. Whether you’re an
intern or a CEO, this fun little book will help you figure out if you’re in a Dip that’s worthy of your time, effort, and talents.
The old saying is wrong—winners do quit, and quitters do win.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th IAPR TC3 International Workshop on Artificial Neural Networks
in Pattern Recognition, ANNPR 2018, held in Siena, Italy, in September 2018. The 29 revised full papers presented
together with 2 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. The papers present and
discuss the latest research in all areas of neural network- and machine learning-based pattern recognition. They are
organized in two sections: learning algorithms and architectures, and applications. Chapter "Bounded Rational DecisionMaking with Adaptive Neural Network Priors" is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License via link.springer.com.
Love marriages around the world are simple: Boy loves girl. Girl loves boy. They get married. In India, there are a few
more steps: Boy loves girl. Girl loves boy. Girl's family has to love boy. Boy's family has to love girl. Girl's family has to
love boy's family. Boy's family has to love girl's family. Girl and boy still love each other. They get married. Welcome to 2
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States, the story of Krish and Ananya, who are from two different states of India, deeply in love with each other, and want
to get married. Of course, their parents don't agree. To convert their love story into a love marriage, the couple has a
tough battle ahead of them; for it is easy to fight and rebel, but harder to convince. Will they make it? From the bestselling
author Chetan Bhagat comes another witty tale about inter-community marriages in modern India.
Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation Limited (UPPCL) is the company responsible for electricity transmission and
distribution within the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. UPPCL has published the notification to recruit the eligible
candidates for the posts of UPPCL Office Assistant. Jobs that come under UPPCL are considered highly valuable jobs,
so if you possess all eligibility that is required for the post of UPPCL Office Assistant you should try for this job with all
your efforts. For getting this job candidates should haver Candidates have Bachelor Degree in Commerce Stream from
Recognized University with computer hindi typing. The age limit of the candidates should be in between 21 to 40 years
(Age Relaxation is given as per government norms). For getting a name in the final list of selection candidates will have
to clear many phases such as written exam, skill test (typing), Interview and Document verification.
Gujarat Subordinate Service Selection Board (GSSSB) has announced notification for the recruitment of eligible
candidates for the posts of GSSSB Mines Supervisor Technical Assistant. For Mines Supervisor, Technician assistants
post the age limits are 18-35 years and candidates must have a graduate degree in a related field form a recognised
university or institution.
Given the wide-ranging implications for global competition, domestic political systems and daily life, US policymakers
must prepare for the impacts of new artificial intelligence (AI)-related technologies. Anticipating AI's impacts on the global
order requires US policy makers' awareness of certain key aspects of the AI-related technologies--and how those
technologies will interact with the rapidly changing global system of human societies. One area that has received little indepth examination to date is how AI-related technologies could affect countries' domestic political systems--whether
authoritarian, liberal democratic, or a hybrid of the two--and how they might impact global competition between different
regimes. This work highlights several key areas where AI-related technologies have clear implications for globally
integrated strategic planning and requirements.
Arihant has come up with a revised edition of a compendium of over 14000 questions which will significantly improve the
knowledge of aspiring students by providing them with ready and reliable practice material for General Studies. The book
has been designed for the apsirants preparing for IAS (CSAT), State PCS, CDS, NDA and other competitive
examinations.The revised edition of this question bank focuses on Indian History & Culture, India & World Geography
(Env & Eco), Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, Science & Technology, General Knowledge and Current
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Affairs. The book contains the collection of over 14000 questions covering General Studies. The History section covers
ancient, medieval and modern history whereas the Geography section covers world geography, Indian geography and
environment & ecology. The General Science section covers Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Science & Technology.The
questions covered in the book contain answers side by side to help aspirants evaluate themselves after attempting a
certain number of questions. Also the questions asked in recent years’ General Studies examinations have been
provided in the book with authentic and detailed solutions to help aspirants get an insight into the recent examination
pattern and the types of questions asked therein. Each chapter in the book contains a variety of questions according to
the latest pattern Assertion-Reason, Matching, Multi-Statements, Arrangements, Pairing, etc. Also more than 500
questions based on Current Affairs have been provided in the book to give an additional advantage to the aspirants.As
the book contains ample number of objective questions which have been designed for students of various competitive
examinations, it for sure will act as the best preparation material for general studies for UPSC (CSAT), State PCS, CDS,
NDA, etc.
"The book describes the Internet, and how Internet governance prevents it fragmenting into a 'Splinternet'. Four opposing
ideologies about how data flows around the network have become prominent because they are (a) implemented by
technical standards, and (b) backed by influential geopolitical entities. Each of these specifies an 'Internet', described in
relation to its implementation by a specific geopolitical entity. The Four Internets of the title are the Silicon Valley Open
Internet, developed by pioneers of the Internet in the 1960s, based on principles of openness and efficient dataflow; the
Brussels Bourgeois Internet, exemplified by the European Union with a focus on human rights and legal administration;
the DC Commercial Internet, exemplified by the Washington establishment and its focus on property rights and market
solutions; and the Beijing Paternal Internet, exemplified by the Chinese government's control of Internet content. These
Internets have to coexist if the Internet as a whole is to remain connected. The book also considers the weaponization of
the hacking ethic as the Moscow Spoiler model, exemplified by Russia's campaigns of misinformation at scale; this is not
a vision of the Internet, but is parasitic on the others. Each of these ideologies is illustrated by a specific policy question.
Potential future directions of Internet development are considered, including the policy directions that India might take,
and the development of technologies such as artificial intelligence, smart cities, the Internet of Things, and social
machines. A conclusion speculates on potential future Internets that may emerge alongside those described"-This Pura Belpré Award–winning picture book is a bilingual ride through the joyous history of Children’s Day/El día de los
niños. Children’s Day/Book Day; El día de los niños/El día de los libros has been observed on April 30th for over twelve
years. Founder Pat Mora’s jubilant celebration of this day features imaginative text and lively illustrations by awardPage 4/11
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winning illustrator Rafael López that will turn this bilingual fiesta into a hit for story time! Toon! Toon! The book includes a
letter from the author and suggestions for celebrating Children’s Day /El día de los niños.
Ancient and Medieval India shall be meant for candidates from the state of Union Civil Services as well as various state
public service examinations. The book covers the complete syllabus of ancient and medieval history for the Main exam
union civil service, and has material that is immensely helpful for the Prelims as well. The contents of the book are very
relevant as they are developed after thorough analysis of the current syllabus and questions asked in previous years.
Moreover, the book also consists of numerous practice questions, chapter wise, making it more user-friendly. The text
will come in bi-colour, and there are detachable charts included that students may tear out and use as a mnemonic by
placing them in front or pasting them on a wall. The Ebook of Ancient and Medieval India is designed to be a useful
resource for the UPSC and State PSC aspirants. This ebook can be accessed anywhere anytime in the student’s mobile
phone, tab or other portable devices whether Android or Windows. The book has been made to have four color versions
of the images in the book to give a more attractive and authentic historic feel to the reader. The ebook also highlights
‘learning objectives’ for the reader to make it easier for the learner to notice and memorize important facts and figures.
Its easily navigable TOC and reference footnotes make it handy and more efficient for readers. This ebook is the perfect
solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.
A work of nonfiction, Think Epic walks you through various unexplored terrains of life experiences. It is a journey of
unveiling the rigid facts about human mind conditioning, where the concept of cognitive errors and the impact of digital
technology are thoroughly scrutinized. It churns the preconceived ideologies and will let you see life through a fresh lens.
It will enlighten your articles of faith, push you out of your comfort zone of a know-it-all and let you question the knowns.
Think Epic emphasizes that true wisdom lies in the crux of Right Questions and not Answers
High-stakes public examinations exert a dominant influence in most education systems. They affect both teacher and
student behavior, especially at the middle and upper levels of secondary education. The content of past examinations
tends to dictate what is taught and how it is taught and, more important, what is learned and how it is learned. By
changing aspects of these examinations, especially their content and format, education systems can have a strong
positive impact on teacher behavior and student learning, help raise student achievement levels, and better prepare
students for tertiary-level education and for employment. Examination agencies, many of which have followed the same
procedures over decades, can learn from the successes and failures of other systems. This book addresses current
issues related to the development, administration, scoring, and usage of these high-stakes public examinations,
identifying key issues and problems related to examinations in many emerging market economies as well as in advanced
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economies. The book’s primary audience consists of public examination officials on national, regional, and state
examination boards, but the book should also be of interest to senior education policy makers concerned with certification
and learning achievement standards, to academics and researchers interested in educational assessment, to
governmental and education agencies responsible for student selection, and to professionals at development
organizations. “This extremely well-written and comprehensive book offers a timely review of the diversity of public
examination practices worldwide; of the tensions between examinations and learning; and of the technical expertise
involved in the creation of valid, reliable, and fair assessments. It reminds us that as “the diploma disease†? takes hold
with an ever-greater intensity at every stage of education worldwide, and the commercial business of testing flourishes,
those concerned with educational quality and meaningful learning must be on guard to prevent the assessment tail
wagging the educational dog.†? Angela W. Little, Professor Emerita, Institute of Education, University College London
“This book is very well structured and written and draws on the authors’ remarkable global knowledge across countries
and histories. It will be a great asset both to administrators responsible for examinations and to academics and other
professionals who seek to understand the nature and impact of examinations of different types and in different settings.†?
Mark Bray, UNESCO Chair Professor of Comparative Education, University of Hong Kong; and former Director,
UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning “I am sure that Public Examinations Examined, which
thoroughly analyzes the practice of public examinations in different countries and makes profound and well-grounded
conclusions, will arouse very great interest and will serve to further improve public examinations.†? Victor Bolotov,
Distinguished Professor, Higher School of Economics, National Research University, Moscow; member, Russian
Academy of Education; and former Deputy Minister of Education, Russian Federation
Comprising a selection of original and innovative articles from the International Conference on Computer Science and
Systems Engineering (CSSE 2014), this book includes contributions by an international committee, alongside the
participation of experts and scholars in the field of computer science and systems engineering.Contents include, but are
not limited to the following: Computational Science and Applications; Computational Mathematics; Intelligent
Manufacturing Technology and Services; E-Commerce, Business and Management; IT Bio/Medical Engineering; Security
& Management System; Computer Physics; Financial Assessment of Intelligent Building Systems; Automated Software
Engineering; Knowledge discovery, data mining and Computer games, virtual reality, CAD; Computer
graphics/multimedia and practices/applications
The Environmental Assistant Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your
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upcoming exam, including but not limited to; Understanding principles and practices of environmental quality and
interpreting related material; Laboratory record keeping; Arithmetic reasoning; Preparing written material; and more.
This book has been specially published for the candidates of HSSC - PGT (Computer Science) Recruitment Exam. Based on the new pattern
of the examination, the book is highly recommended to study, practice and to be familiar with the exam pattern. Various sections have been
provided in the book for detailed study and practice of the subject along with common subjects. All the practice questions have been solved
by respective subject-experts with due diligence. Based on the New Pattern of Examination; Specialised Study Material with a Solved
Question Paper; Each Topic Discussed Chapterwise in a Lucid Manner; Each Chapter Contains Sufficient Number of Solved MCQs; Selected
MCQs Provided with Detailed Explanatory Answers It is believed, the book will prove very useful for study, practice and during precious
moments before the exam for reference and revision. It is highly recommended to Sharpen your Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice
of numerous questions provided in the book, and prepare yourself to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully.
The reason to perform calculations in material science usually falls into one of two categories: to predict or explain the origin of material
properties. This thesis covers first-principle calculations for solids at extreme conditions, from both of the two mentioned categories. I
primarily have studied the effects of high-pressure and high-temperature on lattice dynamics, mechanical and electronic properties. To treat
the effects of temperature, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations and self-consistent phonon calculations, based on density
functional theory, have been utilised. These approaches account for the temperature effects by considering thermally excited supercells as
samples of a statistical ensemble. To extract properties from this representation, I have used methods which maps the supercell data to a unit
cell representation or fits it to a simple model Hamiltonian. The small displacement method was used to analyse the dynamical stability for
nitrides and polymorphs of silica, synthesised at high-pressure in a diamond anvil cell. The nitride compounds consist of a high amount of
nitrogen either as chains, forming a porous framework together with transition metal atoms or as dinitrogen molecules, occupying the
channels of the framework. The nitrogen chains consist of single- or double-bonded nitrogen atoms, making these compounds highly
energetic. Polymorphs of silica can be used to model deep Earth liquids. These new polymorphs, named coesite-IV and coesite-V, consist of
four-, five-, and six-oriented silicon. Some of the octahedra of the six-oriented silicon atoms, of these new phases, are sharing faces, which
according to Pauling's third rule would make them highly unstable. My phonon calculations indicate these phases to be dynamically stable.
Furthermore, my calculations predict higher compressibility for these new phases compared to the competing ones. By modelling silicate
melts with coesite-IV and coesite-V, a more complex and compressible structure is expected, affecting the predicted seismic behaviour. I
studied Kohn anomalies for body-centered cubic niobium by simulating this material with self-consistent phonon calculations. The electronic
structure was studied by using a band unfolding technique, for which I obtained an effective unit cell representation of the electronic structure
at elevated temperatures. Temperature primarily smeared the electronic states but did not induce significant shifts of the bands. In parallel,
the anharmonicity of this system was studied using the temperature dependent effective potential method. Even close to the melting
temperature, this element is remarkably harmonic. The experimentally observed disappearance of the Kohn anomalies with increased
temperature is predominantly dependent, according to my calculations, on the temperature-induced smearing of the electronic states. Using
stress-strain relations, accurate high-temperature elastic properties were predicted for Ti0.5Al0.5N. The simulations were performed with
AIMD. The stresses were fitted using the least-squares method to a linear expression from which the elastic constants were derived. The
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results were compared with previously performed calculations that employed additional approximations. The results of the symmetry imposed
force constant temperature dependent effective potential (SIFC-TDEP) method agrees well with our results. I also compared my results with
TiN calculations that employed a similar methodology. My and the SIFC-TDEP results are reporting lower values for the polycrystalline moduli
than the calculations for TiN. The data I generated were also used for a machine learned interatomic potential method, where moment tensor
potentials were trained and evaluated, using this data. Den här avhandlingen handlar om beräkningar för material. När materialberäkningar
utförs är det antingen för att förutsäga eller förklara egenskaper. De beräkningar som jag har gjort i denna avhandling är baserade på
fundamentala fysiska lagar. Detta betyder att de är rent baserade på teori, och inte har anpassats efter resultat av experiment. Jag har i mitt
arbete använt mig mycket utav en teori som kallas gitter dynamik. Den är definierad för periodiska material, det vill säga att atomerna i dessa
material upprepas i periodiska mönster. Vi kan då anta att det finns en jämviktspunkt för alla atomerna, som de vibrerar omkring. Dessa
vibrationer kan beskrivas som om atomerna påverkar varandra med fiktiva fjädrar. Genom att beräkna styrkan för dessa fjädrar kan vi
beskriva vibrationerna av atomerna. Dessa vibrationer i sin tur är avgörande för materialets egenskaper. För att beskriva ett material vid en
specifik temperatur har jag använt mig utav olika metoder för att simulera det. En simulering kan ses som ett “dator experiment”. Problemet
är dock hur vi ska mäta egenskaperna i simuleringen. Ju större och mera komplex en simulering är, desto svårare blir det att beräkna
egenskaperna av det simulerade materialet. Vi hamnar i en situation likt den vi skulle befinna oss om vi hade gjort ett experiment i
verkligheten, och tvingas använda förenklade modeler för att kunna tolka resultatet. Jag har därför använt mig utav metoder för att utvinna
vibrationer av atomer, elektrontillstånd eller elastiska egenskaper, specifikt utvecklade för att användas på denna typ utav simuleringar. Mitt
arbete har kretsat kring hur dessa egenskaper påverkas av extrema temperaturer och tryck. De beräkningar jag har utfört vid höga tryck har
varit för nyupptäckta nitrider och faser av kiseldioxid. Nitriderna är porösa material som innehåller en stor mängd kväve. Det höga
kväveinehållet gör så att det lagras en stor mängd kemisk energi i enkel- och dubbelbindningar mellan kväveatomerna. De nya faserna av
kiseldioxid har en betydelse för vår förståelse av jordens inre. Deras existens öppnar upp för att det kan finnas mera komplexa och
ihoptryckbara flytande material, under jordens nedre mantel, än vad tidigare har varit antaget. Mina beräkningar har bekräftat strukturerna för
dessa nyupptäckta material. Vid höga temperaturer har jag studerat för metallen niob hur vibrationerna av atomerna är relaterade till olika
elektrontillstånd. För specifika vibrationer ökar frekvensen med ökad temperatur. Detta är något ovanligt eftersom vibrationernas frekvenser
vanligtvis brukar minska med ökad temperatur. Mina simulering för denna metal överensstämmer med resultat från experiment. Orsaken till
varför visa vibrationers frekvenser ökar kan jag förklara med att elektrontillståndens enskilda energier varierar över tid på grund av den ökade
temperaturen. Jag har även använt mig av simuleringar för att beräkna elastiska egenskaper av legeringen Ti0.5Al0.5N. Ti1?xAlxN legeringar
används som beläggningar på skärverktyg som används för metall. För att öka effektiviteten av beläggningen, behövs det detaljerad kunskap
av dess mekaniska egenskaper för den temperatur som de används vid. Jag beräknade därför så noggrant som möjligt de elastiska
egenskaperna för Ti0.5Al0.5N. Dessa beräkningar är avsedda för att användas som en referens för andra beräkningsmässigt billigare
metoder. Datan som genererades från mina simuleringar användes även för en sådan metod, baserad på maskininlärning.
This book has been specially published for the candidates of Anganwadi - Supervisor/Worker/Helper Recruitment Exam. Based on the new
pattern of the examination, the book is highly recommended to study, practice and to be familiar with the exam pattern. Various sections have
been provided in the book for detailed study and practice of the subjects. All the practice questions have been solved by respective subjectexperts with due diligence. Based on the New Pattern of Examination; Specialised Study Material with a Solved Question Paper; Each
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Subject Covered Chapterwise in a Lucid Manner; Each Chapter Contains Sufficient Number of Solved MCQs; Selected MCQs Provided with
Detailed Explanatory Answers It is believed, the book will prove very useful for study, practice and during precious moments before the exam
for reference and revision. It is highly recommended to Sharpen your Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of numerous questions
provided in the book, and prepare yourself to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully.
English is globally recognized language for cross-border business communication. As a dominant business language, fluency and expertise
in the language can help you build great opportunities of professional growth. The paper of English language usually contains Questions
relating to Grammatical Concepts, Word Power and Compositional English in almost all competitive examinations like Bank PO, Bank
Clerical, CDS, NDA, Railways, etc. The book of General English includes over 600 Practice Exercises and 10,000 Words & Sentences
Structures for all Competitive exams divided in 32 chapters. Each chapter comprehensively contains short synopsis, detailed description of
important rules and enough practice exercises. Almost all types of objective questions and previous years’ questions that appear in
Competitive examinations have been compiled together to help the candidates in understanding the rationale behind the answers. Table of
ContentSpotting the Errors, Phrase Substitution and Sentence Improvement, Ordering of Sentences , Ordering of Words/Rearranging the
Sentence, Cloze Test/Passages, Choosing Appropriate Words, Double Blanks in a Sentence, Related Pair of Words, Synonyms/Antonyms,
Idioms and Phrases, Homonyms, Phrasal Verbs, Comprehension, Tense, Forms of Verbs, Modals, Subject-Verb Agreement, Non-Finites,
Noun, Pronoun, Articles, Preposition, Conjunction, Adjectives and Determiners, Adverbs, Question Tags, Conditionals, Un-English and
Superfluous Expressions Reported Speech (Direct- Indirect Narrations), Active-Passive...
The Electric Station Operator Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to
study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited
to: electricity; arithmetic; physics and general science; spatial relationships; mechanical aptitude and hand tools; reading comprehension;
other necessary knowledge and abilities; and more.
Digital technologies are spreading rapidly, but digital dividends--the broader benefits of faster growth, more jobs, and better services--are not.
If more than 40 percent of adults in East Africa pay their utility bills using a mobile phone, why can’t others around the world do the same? If
8 million entrepreneurs in China--one third of them women--can use an e-commerce platform to export goods to 120 countries, why can’t
entrepreneurs elsewhere achieve the same global reach? And if India can provide unique digital identification to 1 billion people in five years,
and thereby reduce corruption by billions of dollars, why can’t other countries replicate its success? Indeed, what’s holding back countries
from realizing the profound and transformational effects that digital technologies are supposed to deliver? Two main reasons. First, nearly 60
percent of the world’s population are still offline and can’t participate in the digital economy in any meaningful way. Second, and more
important, the benefits of digital technologies can be offset by growing risks. Startups can disrupt incumbents, but not when vested interests
and regulatory uncertainty obstruct competition and the entry of new firms. Employment opportunities may be greater, but not when the labor
market is polarized. The internet can be a platform for universal empowerment, but not when it becomes a tool for state control and elite
capture. The World Development Report 2016 shows that while the digital revolution has forged ahead, its 'analog complements'--the
regulations that promote entry and competition, the skills that enable workers to access and then leverage the new economy, and the
institutions that are accountable to citizens--have not kept pace. And when these analog complements to digital investments are absent, the
development impact can be disappointing. What, then, should countries do? They should formulate digital development strategies that are
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much broader than current information and communication technology (ICT) strategies. They should create a policy and institutional
environment for technology that fosters the greatest benefits. In short, they need to build a strong analog foundation to deliver digital
dividends to everyone, everywhere.
The Electrical Inspector Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study. It
provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited to:
basic principles of electricity; principles, practices, tools and equipment of the electrical trade; plans, specifications and wiring diagrams;
understanding and interpreting electrical codes; and more.

What is direct and indirect speech - 'expression of time' in direct and indirect speech - important reporting verbs - pronoun change
- tenses in direct and indirect speech - reporting verb with object - changing modal verbs - use of comma or colon - where to put
reporting verb in direct speech - 'Questions' in direct and indirect speech - 'exclamations' in direct and indirect speech 'imperatives' in direct and indirect speech - use of 'that' in indirect speech - SAMPLE THIS: What is Direct and Indirect Speech?-There are two ways to express what someone else has said. On this basis, sentences are of two types: sentences with Direct
Speech, and sentences with Indirect Speech - DIRECT SPEECH-- Direct Speech is also called Quoted Speech. Direct Speech
refers exactly what someone has said. Direct Speech appears within quotation marks (.."."). A comma is used before starting the
exact quote within the quotation marks. Direct Speech should be word for word. Example: President declared, "I will not bear
corruption in the country at any cost." INDIRECT SPEECH-- Indirect speech is also called Reported Speech. Indirect Speech does
not refer exactly what someone has said. Indirect Speech doesn't appear within quotation marks but the word "that" may be used
as a conjunction between the reporting verb and reported speech. Indirect Speech shouldn't be word for word. Example: President
declared that he would not bear corruption in the country at any cost. Important rules for changing Direct Speech into Indirect
Speech are as follows: 'Expression of Time' in Direct and Indirect Speech-- You need to change expression of time when changing
direct speech (DS) into indirect speech (IDS) to match the moment of speaking. Important expressions of time in direct and indirect
speech are as follows: 'now' is changed into 'then' - 'today' is changed into 'that day' - 'tomorrow' is changed into 'the next/following
day' - 'yesterday' is changed into 'the day before' - 'these (days)' is changed into 'those (days)' - 'a month ago' is changed into 'a
month before' - 'last weekend' is changed into 'the weekend before last' - 'last night' is changed into 'the night before' - 'a year ago'
is changed into 'a year before' - 'next year' is changed into 'the following year' - 'this (morning/noon/evening)' is changed into 'that
(morning/noon/evening)' - Besides expressions of time, there are many other expressions that need to be changed if you are
changing Direct Speech into Indirect Speech. 'come' is changed into 'go' - 'thus' is changed into 'so' - 'these' is changed into 'those'
- 'hence' is changed into 'thence' - 'here' is changed into 'there'
Citizenship is often assumed to be a clear-cut issue—either one has it or one does not. However, as the contributors to Citizenship
in Question demonstrate, citizenship is not self-evident; it emerges from often obscure written records and is interpreted through
ambiguous and dynamic laws. In case studies that analyze the legal barriers to citizenship rights in over twenty countries, the
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contributors explore how states use evidentiary requirements to create and police citizenship, often based on fictions of racial,
ethnic, class, and religious differences. Whether examining the United States’ deportation of its own citizens, the selective use of
DNA tests and secret results in Thailand, or laws that have stripped entire populations of citizenship, the contributors emphasize
the political, psychological, and personal impact of citizenship policies. Citizenship in Question incites scholars to revisit longstanding political theories and debates about nationality, free movement, and immigration premised on the assumption of clear
demarcations between citizens and noncitizens. Contributors. Alfred Babo, Jacqueline Bhabha, Jacqueline Field, Amanda Flaim,
Sara L. Friedman, Daniel Kanstroom, Benjamin N. Lawrance, Beatrice McKenzie, Polly J. Price, Rachel E. Rosenbloom, Kim
Rubenstein, Kamal Sadiq, Jacqueline Stevens, Margaret D. Stock
The book compiles the results of several research studies on this subject. It discusses important developments in interpersonal
psychotherapy research and its translation into clinical practice. It describes typical phases of treatments and highlights
applications for patient populations, which have seen results from interpersonal psychotherapy.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed
positions several times-for all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are
growing only through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great children. As I write this,
two are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent a fortune making sure our children have received the best
education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned with school. He was bored and tired of
studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded,
“Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.” “Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going
to be rich.”
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